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Abstract
A series of murine leukemia viruses (MuLVs) with chimeric envelope proteins (Env) was generated to map functional interactions
between the N- and the C-terminal domains of surface proteins (SU). All these chimeras have the 4070A amphotropic receptor-binding
region flanked by various lengths of Moloney ecotropic N- and C-terminal Env. A charged residue, E49 (E16 on the mature protein), was
identified at the N-terminals of Moloney MuLV SU that is important for the interaction with the C-terminal domain of the SU. The region
that interacts with E49 was localized between junction 4 (R265 of M-MuLV Env) and junction 6 (L374 of M-MuLV Env) of SU.
Sequencing the viable chimeric Env virus populations identified residues within the SU protein that improved the replication kinetics of the
input chimeric Env viruses. Mutations in the C-domain of SU (G387E/R, L435I, L442P) were found to improve chimera IV4, which
displayed a delayed onset of replication. The replication of AE6, containing a chimeric junction in the SU C-terminus, was improved by
mutations in the N-domain (N40H, E80K), the proline-rich region (Q252R), or the transmembrane protein (L538N). Altogether, these
observations provide insights into the structural elements required for Env function.
© 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
Introduction
Retroviral entry is mediated by the Envelope protein
(Env), encoded by the viral env gene. The Env of murine
leukemia virus (MuLV) is synthesized as a single polypep-
tide and later processed into surface (SU) and transmem-
brane proteins (TM) (Ng et al., 1982). The native confor-
mation of the Env protein complex is composed of trimers
of SU/TM heterodimers (Fass, 1997; Pinter and Flessner,
1977). The TM protein contains elements to mediate fusion.
The SU protein contains three general domains: the N-
terminal receptor-binding domain (RBD), the central pro-
line-rich region (PRR), and the C-terminal domain. Deter-
minants for receptor specificity within the RBD are defined
through two closely interacting variable regions VRA and
VRB (Battini et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 1993; Ott and Rein,
1992; Peredo et al., 1996). The N-terminus of the RBD also
contains a histidine residue (His41, His8 in the mature
protein) that actively regulates the fusion process (Bae et al.,
1997). SU associates with TM through covalent interac-
tions, mapped to the CWLC motif at the C-terminal domain
of SU (Pinter et al., 1997). Noncovalent interactions medi-
ating SU–TM interactions map within the C-terminal sub-
domain of SU (Gray and Roth, 1993; Rothenberg et al.,
2001) downstream of the CWLC motif.
The signal of receptor binding must be transmitted through
the SU C-terminus to the TM, where the fusion peptide is
located. This can occur through direct contact between the SU
N- and C-domains or through the proline-rich linker region.
Several groups have reported the fusion regulatory role of the
proline-rich region (C.-W. Lu and M.J. Roth, submitted for
publication; Lavillette et al., 1998; Wu et al., 1998). Recent
reports on trans-activation by a soluble SU receptor-binding
domain (sRBD) of a defective virus-associated Env suggests
that the direct interaction between the N- and the C-terminal
domains of SU participates in transmitting the receptor-binding
signal (Barnett et al., 2001; Lavillette et al., 2001).
We have previously analyzed the function of the SU
N-terminus by generating chimeric Envs and revealed a
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functional interaction between N- and the C-terminal do-
mains of SU (Lu and Roth, 2001). In this article, we further
analyzed the nature of this interaction and identified a
charged residue eight amino acids downstream from the
N-terminal His that is important for interaction between the
SU N- and C-domains. Passages of these chimeras within
replication-competent viruses have identified second-site
changes, providing additional information on intramolecu-
lar interactions that can affect the entry process.
Results
Generating chimeric MuLV env genes
This study utilizes a series chimeras between the Molo-
ney MuLV (M-MuLV) ecotropic and 4070A amphotropic
Envelope proteins (Fig. 1). This series integrates two pre-
vious panels of chimeras (Lu and Roth, 2001; Peredo et al.,
1996) to identify key intramolecular interaction. Chimeric
junctions localized in two protein domains: the N-terminus
of SU (Roman numerals) and the C-terminus of SU (Arabic
numbers). N-terminal chimeras (EA) exchanged the ampho-
tropic sequence with increasing amounts of ecotropic Env.
Roman numerals I–V correspond with exchange of 36, 40,
45, 57, and 67 amino acids, respectively (including signal
sequence, see the bottom of Fig. 1). This series of chimeric
junctions was generated to characterize the function of the
N-terminal region of the SU protein (Lu and Roth, 2001).
Differential effects on receptor-mediated entry were ob-
served using these chimeric junctions. This region also
includes a conserved histidine which regulates viral fusion
(Bae et al., 1998). Therefore, transmission of the receptor-
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of chimeric Env constructs. Boxes represent SU part of Env chimeras with relative amino acid positions shown at the top (numbering
including sequence). General features of Env are marked in the open box of EA: receptor determining VRA and VRB, PRR linker between two SU domains, and
the conserved CWLC motif for disulfide bond association with TM. Twenty-three chimeric MuLV env were constructed with the 4070A receptor-determining region
(open) flanked by varying lengths of ecotropic M-MuLV Env sequences (shaded), named by roman numerals for the N-terminus and by arabic numbers for the
C-terminus. EA chimeras with increasing roman numerals have more of the N-terminus replaced by ecotropic sequences (boxed). Three C-terminal chimeric
junctions (Peredo et al., 1996) were adapted to generate 15 EAE Env chimeras with two segments of ecotropic sequences. The sequences of the chimeric N-terminus
I–V are shown at the bottom. Amino acid positions at junction points of AE4, AE5, and AE6 are shown at the right of each box.
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binding signal can be altered by mutations within the SU
N-terminus. To test whether this signal is transmitted
through the SU C-terminus, the SU N-terminal chimeras
were combined with the chimeras within the SU C-termi-
nus. The second chimeric junction joins the amphotropic
4070A sequences to the ecotropic M-MuLV Env sequences
at three positions within the SU C-terminus (AE series).
Chimeras AE4, AE5, and AE6 have junctions at the PRR,
immediate 3 of the PRR, and downstream of the CWLC,
respectively. The resulting 15 chimeras, EAEI4-V4, EAE
I5-V5, and EAE I6-V6 contain the 4070A receptor-deter-
mining region flanked by M-MuLV sequence of various
lengths at the N-terminus of SU and the C-terminus of
SU/TM. The chimeric Env were expressed within an infec-
tious provirus, pNCA-C (Felkner and Roth, 1992). The
replication fitness of these chimeric Env viruses can provide
insights into Env protein function. The use of a replication-
competent virus also provides a means of selecting from the
pool of quasispecies for improved Env functions.
Replication fitness of an N-terminal SU chimera is
dependent on the C-terminal SU chimera
A schematic of the MuLV Env protein is presented in
Fig. 2A, to highlight known features of the SU and TM
proteins. The SU protein is divided into three regions, the
receptor-binding domain (V-shaped, based on the X-ray
structure of Fr-RBD; Fass et al., 1997), the PRR (zig-zag
linker, representing the multiple -turn structure, based on
Lavillette et al. (1998)), and the C-domain (oval, labeled C).
The N-terminal chimeric junctions (I–V) are located at one
extremity of the RBD. This region is indicated by the black
-sheets within the molecular model of the 4070A RBD
(Fig. 2A, left; Lu and Roth, 2001) or labeled N within the
V-shaped RBD. The schematic outlines how the variations
within the chimeric proteins can affect the potential do-
main–domain interactions between the SU proteins. The
model on the left is representative of the EA (IA-VA)
chimeras, where the N-terminus alone is encoded by the
ecotropic MuLV regions (shaded). The EAE I4–V4 chime-
ras encode ecotropic sequence at both the N-terminus and
the C-domain of the SU, shown in the middle. If the SU N-
and C-terminus interact, this set of chimeras may maintain
the cognate interactions between these domains. The AE6
chimeric junction is within the SU C-domain. For AE6-
based chimeras, the PRR and the PRR proximal part of the
C-domain are composed of amphotropic sequence. Thus,
introduction of the ecotropic sequence at the N-terminus of
EAE I6–V6 may disrupt the interactions with the SU C-
terminal domain.
Fig. 2B summarizes the replication kinetics of chimeric
Env-bearing viruses in D17 cells. D17 cells are partially
restricted for 4070A virus entry. Passage of 4070A virus on
D17 cells provides a sensitive assay for viral fitness and the
identification of gain-of-function mutations that improve
viral replication (Lu et al., 2003; O’Reilly and Roth, 2000).
The use of a replication-competent system therefore has the
potential to select for second-site mutations, not provided
using retroviral vectors in a single round of infection.
The EA series (IA–VA) analyzed the effect of exchang-
ing only the SU N-terminus. For chimeras IA and IIA,
reverse transcriptase was detected in the media 2 days prior
to that observed for the wild-type (wt) 4070A. Chimera IIIA
showed no delay relative to wt 4070A. Chimera IVA dis-
played a significant delay and VA was not viable. These
results are consistent with the titer obtained using a single
round of infection by viral vectors bearing the same chi-
meric Envs (Lu and Roth, 2001).
Previous analysis of the C-terminal chimeras (Peredo et
al., 1996) indicated that AE4 was viable, that AE6 showed
delayed kinetics, and that AE5 was not viable. The replica-
tion kinetics of the parental AE4 and AE6 in D17 cells were
similar to those reported previously (Fig. 2B, lanes 10 and
16). The introduction of N-terminal chimeras therefore pro-
vided a system to identify cooperative as well as inhibitory
interaction within SU domains.
The kinetics of replication of the EAE4 chimeras paral-
leled the viral titers obtained using a single round of infec-
tion (Lu and Roth, 2001) (Fig. 2B, lanes 10–15). Viruses
bearing I4 and II4 Env displayed replication kinetics similar
to AE4. The replication of III4 was faster than the parental
AE4, implying an improved interaction between the N- and
the C-terminal SU domains. IV4 was slightly delayed com-
pared with AE4, and V4 was not viable. The comparable
results between virus replication and single-round infection
suggest the replication kinetics in D17 cells reflect the
function of chimeric Env (IA–VA and I4–V4). None of the
EAE5-based chimeras was viable, indicating the altered
N-terminus is not sufficient to rescue the defect of AE5
(data not shown).
Infection with EAE6 series was distinct. In contrast to
that found with AE4, introduction of the N-terminal chime-
ras (I–V) into AE6 proved detrimental to the virus. Chime-
ras EAE I6 and III6 were found viable once in four inde-
pendent transfection experiments (Fig. 2B, lanes 16–21). In
these studies, EAE II6, IV6, and V6 were not viable in
repeated assays. Tolerance of alterations at the SU N-ter-
minus, therefore, depends on the integrity of the C-terminal
SU domain. These results imply that introduction of the
ecotropic N-terminal sequences into AE6 disrupt the inter-
domain interactions preserved within the parental AE6 chi-
mera. The differential compatibility of the SU N-terminus
with the AE4 and AE6 localizes the critical interaction to
this region within the SU C-terminus. The two viable EAE
I6 and III6 chimeras were analyzed below for the presence
of second-site mutations.
Delayed onset of replication of an Env mutant could be
due to defects in synthesis, virion incorporation, and/or
entry functions. We studied the synthesis and incorporation
of defective chimeras with AE5 and AE6 backbones by
analyzing the virion-associated SU protein. Virus was col-
lected from D17gag-pol cells transiently transfected with
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proviral DNA containing chimeric env genes. Fig. 2C shows
the Western blot analysis of viral-associated SU protein.
Except for V5 and V6, all of the chimeras (AE5, I5–IV5,
and AE6, I6–IV6) have detectable SU, although the level of
IV5 and IV6 were lower. This suggests that the replication
defects of viruses bearing these chimeric Env (I5–IV5 and
I6–IV6) were due to impaired entry function, rather than the
failure of synthesis/incorporation of Env into the virion.
Functional interaction between N- and C-domains of SU,
mediated by E49
Analysis of the N-terminal chimeras revealed two inter-
esting trends. The first observation is that chimeras I and II
behave similarly and distinctly from chimeras up to junction
III. The titer (Lu and Roth, 2001) and the replication kinet-
ics (Fig. 2, lanes 3 and 4) of IA and IIA are better than the
Fig. 2. Replication time courses of MuLV with chimeric Env. (A) The graphic model of each construct as shown above each panel: the V-shape is the
receptor-binding domain (RBD) of SU linked to the C-domain of SU (oval) by the PRR (zig-zag). The ribbon diagram of the 4070A RBD molecular model (O’Reilly
and Roth, 2000; Kraulis, 1991; Merritt and Bacon, 1997) imbedded within the V-shaped structure of the RBD on the left. Within the ribbon diagram, the N-terminal
region (N) through junction V is shaded black. The TM are shown as solid bars and coils with the fusion peptides shown as rectangular boxes. The TM proteins
are shown spanning the viral membrane at the bottom of the diagram. For SU, the open areas represent the 4070A portions and the ecotropic sequences are shown
shaded. Based on the structure of the MuLV receptor-binding domain (RBD) (Fass et al., 1997), the N-terminal sequence formed the “stem” of the V-shaped RBD
and was shown in our model as the part to contact the C-domain. (B) Reverse transcriptase activities as an indication of active virus replication were monitored
following transient transfection of proviral cDNA. The numbers shown by each panel are the days after introduction of proviral DNA. Constructs are indicated at
the top of each lane. (C) Western blot analysis of virus-incorporated SU. Virus was collected from conditional medium of D17gag-pol cells after transfecting with
chimeric Env provirus, partially purified through a 20% sucrose cushion, and detected with anti-SU 19s-842.
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wt 4070A virus. Both of the constructs encode the con-
served His41 (numbering including the signal peptide) of
the ecotropic MuLV. This effect is lost upon transfer of the
N-terminus through junction III. In contrast, for EAE4 chi-
mera, the greatest improvement for replication (Fig. 2, lane
13) and titer (Lu and Roth, 2001) was observed upon in-
corporation of chimera III.
Chimera III exchanges five additional amino acids be-
yond junction II, three of which are identical between the
two viruses. One of the five amino acids encoded a charge
reversal between the ecotropic and amphotropic Env that
might determine the phenotype of III4. In various isolates of
ecotropic MuLV Env including Moloney, Friend, and AKV,
the glutamate 49 (E16 without the signal sequence) is
aligned with arginine 44 (R13 without signal sequence) in
amphotropic 4070A and 10A1 MuLV Env. The ability of
the E49 to restore the interaction with the ecotropic SU
C-terminus within AE4 was tested.
The point mutation R44E was introduced into 4070A and
AE4 Env, within a provirus backbone. Viral spread was
assayed as indicative of Env function (Fig. 3). Incorporation
of the N-terminus to junction III within the AE4 backbone
reproducibly improved the replication kinetics of the virus
over the parental AE4 chimera (Fig. 3, compare lanes 4 and
6). Interestingly, simply incorporating the R44E mutation
into AE4 yielded the most rapidly replicating virus (Fig. 3,
lane 5), with kinetics quicker than the 4070A control and the
III4 chimera. The R44E/AE4 differs from chimera III4 in
encoding its cognate N-terminus through junctions I and II.
These results support the differential functions of junctions
I and II versus III. Within a 4070A virus, introduction of a
noncognate SU N-terminus through junction II increased
viral titer 10-fold, indicating a loss of regulation in trans-
mitting the receptor-binding signal. In contrast, within an
AE4 backbone, the greatest improvement in viral titer re-
quired the presence of ecotropic sequence through junction
III. The R44E/AE4 construct contains both of these bene-
fits; it has restored the critical interaction with the cognate
ecotropic SU C-terminus, while displaying the conserved
His residue within an amphotropic context. When presented
in the 4070A Env backbone, R44E/4070A did not delay the
virus replication. The single R44E is therefore not sufficient
to disrupt the Env function within the context of an intact
SU. The use of chimeric viruses between homologous vi-
ruses, therefore, proves quite powerful. Within the AE4
backbone, containing the ecotropic SU C-terminus, the
charge R44E residue is able to restore function. This
charged residue (E49 in M-MuLV) at the SU N-terminus is
thus one determinant for the functional interaction between
the N- and C-domains of SU.
Second-site mutations in IV4
The delayed replication of IVA and IV4 implied that
alteration beyond junction III disrupts the functional integ-
rity of the N-terminal domain. The cell-surface expression,
incorporation, and virus binding of IVA and IV4 were
similar to wt 4070A and AE4 (Lu and Roth, 2001), sug-
gesting SU N-terminus through position IV compromises an
interaction that is required for the Env-mediated entry pro-
cess. To investigate the nature of this defect, we sequenced
IV4 after passage in D17 cells for compensatory mutations.
It should be noted that within chimera IV4, the IV junction
includes the region through III found above to mediate the
interaction between the N- and C-domains. Therefore, the
defect observed in IV4 is likely to be confined to sequences
between junction III and IV. Thus, second-site mutations
were analyzed in the IV4 backbone, rather than within the
IVA construct.
Several mutations were identified from independent pas-
sages of IV4 (Fig. 4A). All viruses obtained the G100R
mutation in VRA, shown to increase viral binding and
kinetics and isolated from the majority of virus passaged
through D17 cells (Lu et al., 2003). Interestingly, each of
the independent isolates contains an additional second-site
mutation localized within the C-terminal domain of SU, the
majority of which localize downstream of crossover 6 (Fig.
4B). Hot spots for mutations were identified and support the
selection of compensatory mutations within limited regions.
G387 was found in two independent passages, changing to
either Glu or Arg. L435 was found twice, both times
changed to Ile. T437 was also changed twice to Ser.
The mutations found in the IV4 populations were recon-
structed into IV4 and AE4 containing provirus (Fig. 4C).
Comparison of IV4 with AE4 distinguishes repair due to the
N-terminal versus C-terminal chimera. Within AE4, minor
improvement in the viral replication could be observed with
G387E, G387R, and L435I. AE4 virus bearing L442P rep-
Fig. 3. Examining the effect of R44E. Shown is the time course of virus
replication monitored by times after introducing proviral cDNA. The figure
is labeled as in Fig. 2.
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licated equivalent to the 4070A virus. In the IV4 backbone,
the effects of all four of these mutations were more pro-
found. Reverse transcriptase activity was detected at the
earliest time points observed with wt 4070A, clearly im-
proving the late onset of IV4. It is of interest that these four
mutations which repair the EAEIV4 chimera are confined to
a region of the SU C-terminal domain. Two mutations
resulted in defective Env in either AE4 or IV4: S367Y and
T437S (data not shown). The ability for these mutations to
improve IV4 may depend on the presence of additional mu-
tations identified within the same viral population (G100R/
L443P for S367Y and G100R for T437S, see Fig. 4A).
Mutations that improve replication within AE6
Viable virus populations of AE6, EAEI6, and III6 were
sequenced. Mutations were identified from three indepen-
dent AE6 populations, as well as from the single appearance
Fig. 4. Second-site mutations found in IV4 after passage. (A) Second-site mutations found in IV4 virus population after passage in D17 cells. Second-site
mutations identified in independent passages are shown. Underlined mutations were identified as a mixed population found to coexist with the wild-type
sequence. Positions that were identified in more than one independent passage are in bold. (B) The sequence of the C-domain of M-MuLV SU is shown with
the disulfide bonds illustrated (Linder, 1992). Mutations found in the IV viral population were boxed, to highlight the clustering of these mutations. (C) Effects
of IV4 revertants. Second-site mutations were reintroduced into AE4 and IV4 proviruses and tested for their effects on time course of viral replication.
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of viable I6 and III6 (summarized in Fig. 5A). The muta-
tions within the AE6 population are dispersed along Env.
All viruses isolated encoded G100R. In addition, N40H,
E80K, and L538N were each found independently in one of
the three experiments. The two mutations found in I6—
G100R and E80K—were also found in the AE6 population
and therefore are less likely to be specific to the N-terminus
chimeric junction. Four mutations were found in III6:
G100R, I243M, A377G, and G395R. The latter three mu-
tations were found as a mixed population along with the WT
4070A coding sequence. The individual effects of these
coexisting mutations were not tested.
In previous analysis, second-site mutations were identi-
fied which improve the replication of AE6 through indepen-
dent pathways (O’Reilly and Roth, 2000). Four separate
mutations within different parts of the Env protein were
selected for testing their effects on AE6 replication: N40H
(the N-terminus), E80K (VRA), Q252R (the proline-rich
region, isolated and reported in O’Reilly and Roth, 2000),
and L538N (within TM protein). The L538N, within the
ecotropic TM, could not be analyzed within the 4070A Env
backbone. However, the N40H, E80K, and Q252R muta-
tions were introduced into wt 4070A Env as well as in the
AE6 Env (Fig. 5B). N40H/AE6, E80K/AE6, Q252R/AE6,
and L538N/AE6 all showed detectable replication after day
7, compared to the parental AE6 for which reverse tran-
scriptase activity was initially detected on day 15. When
presented alone in 4070A Env, N40H, E80K, and Q252R
were not advantageous to 4070A, and in fact, delayed viral
passage by 2 days.
Fig. 5. Revertants for AE6. (A) Second-site mutations found in the AE6, I6, and III6 virus populations. (B) Time course of viral replication of second-site
mutations in the AE6 population, labeled as in Fig. 2. (C) Syncytium formation accompanying Q252R bearing-viral replication. Day 20 after transient
transfection of provirus DNA, cells carrying viruses (top right corner) were stained with Hematoxylin (Sigma). Pictures were taken with 25 power of
magnification.
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Q252R was also identified in the passage of an ecotropic/
amphotropic chimera, IIA (C.-W. Lu and M. J. Roth, sub-
mitted for publication). When Q252R was present in the env
of wild-type 4070A, we observed massive cell–cell fusion
(syncytia) accompanying virus replication (Fig. 5C, top).
Interestingly, the same point mutation was selected to repair
an AE6 chimera. Within the IIA backbone, Q252R yields a
gain-of-fusion function. However, in the context of a defec-
tive SU C-terminus, this PRR mutation restores virus rep-
lication without the induction of syncytium (Fig. 5C). The
results of the present studies have identified alternative
pathways to improve AE6 function, mapping throughout the
protein. This indicates that several domains of the protein
communicate with the region surrounding the CWLC to
transmit their signal.
In these studies we have used Env chimeras to map
interdomain interactions of the MuLV SU proteins. Three
distinct functions within the N-terminus of SU were de-
fined. Appending the ecotropic N-terminus (chimera I and
II), encoding the conserved His residue, stimulated the pas-
sage of amphotropic virus. A charged residue within the
N-terminus of RBD was identified, which cooperates with
the PRR proximal half of the C-domain. Residue E49,
within chimera III, required the presence of the cognate SU
C-domain, including the CWLC motif. Second-site muta-
tions that preferentially repaired junction IV chimeras
mapped to the extreme C-terminus of SU. These results
provide a preliminary map of the functional and intrado-
main interactions within the MuLV Env proteins. The use of
this genetic approach identifies transient interactions re-
quired for Env activation and viral entry. The understanding
of the complex interactions is critical to help define the
conformational changes that couples the binding and fusion
functions of the Env protein.
Discussion
The retrovirus Envelope protein complex comprises six
subunits: trimers of SU/TM heterodimers. Large numbers of
intra- and intermolecular interactions are required to main-
tain the stable native conformation of the Env complex, and
these interactions are subject to alterations upon fusion
activation. In this article we took two approaches to map
functional interactions between domains and motifs of Env:
actively generating viruses with Env chimeras and passively
obtaining mutations from postpassage chimeric Env viruses.
For the first approach, we inferred the interdomain interac-
tions by observing loss and gain of Env function in specific
chimeric backbones. Conversely, the latter strategy involves
examining acquired mutations which contribute to the im-
proved fitness in virus replication. Altogether our results
provide evidence for functional interactions between the N-
and the C-domains of SU that are critical for the entry
function of Env. Such interactions can be either through
direct contact or by functional compensation or redundancy
between the two domains.
The virus replication kinetics of EA IA–VA and EAE
I4–V4 matched our previous functional analysis, supporting
the replication assay in D17 cells as a measure of MuLV
Env function. Ecotropic Env sequence at the N-terminus of
SU can be tolerated in 4070A and AE4, but not in AE5 and
AE6 backbone. Although the chimeric junctions were gen-
erated within highly conserved regions, this nevertheless
compromised the function of the SU C-terminus. The in-
tegrity of the SU/TM complex is not altered on a gross level
in AE5 and AE6, as viral-associated Env proteins were
readily detectable (Fig. 2C). One explanation is that AE5
and AE6 contain amphotropic sequences proximal to the
PRR. In the parental AE6, the SU N-terminus and the PRR
proximal C-terminal domain sequences are both ampho-
tropic. If intramolecular interactions occur with the N-ter-
minal region of SU, then this construct maintains its cognate
interactions. Introduction of the ecotropic sequences at the
SU N-terminus of AE6 disrupts these potential intramolec-
ular interactions and further delays the late onset of repli-
cation. Ecotropic Env sequence up to junction III at the SU
N-terminus has a distinct fate when presented in AE4 and
AE6, implying a subdomain localized between C-terminal
junctions 4 and 6 mediates the interaction with this N-
terminal motif of SU. Improved replication of AE4 by
introducing R44E suggested that this residue serves as a
point of contact between the two domains.
The second-site changes acquired in the replicating virus
population shed light into the functional coordination be-
tween Env domains. We have applied the replication-com-
petent virus selection to a wide panel of chimeric ecotropic
and amphotropic Env virus. Quite remarkably, the same
point mutations have been isolated and found to function-
ally improve a broad range of chimeric Env proteins.
Q252R was isolated from two independent passages: AE6
and IIA. T437, identified twice in the passage of IV4, was
also identified in passage of II5 in 293T cells (C.-W. Lu and
M.J. Roth, unpublished results). Mutation at L538 was
found to improve AE6 and AE7 (O’Reilly and Roth, 2000).
Similarly, E80K was found in four chimera populations:
AE6, I6, AE4, and I4 (data not shown), and therefore, is not
chimera specific. G100R was isolated on passage of most
4070A on D17 cells and improves the virus binding, inter-
nalization, and entry efficiency (Lu et al., 2003). These
residues may therefore be key regulators for Env function.
In contrast, second-site mutations that were only found in
specific chimeras implied restoration of a localized interac-
tion to compensate for a specific defect of input virus.
Mutations clustered on the C-domains of SU of the IV4 and
III6 populations exemplify this category. These mutations
may not be beneficial when reconstructed into the wild-type
virus or other chimeras, but provide insight into the archi-
tecture of the SU/TM complex.
In AE6, second-site mutations were found dispersed
along Env, indicating multiple pathways can repair a defect
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in this chimera. The locations of these mutations indicate
diverse pathways converge to respond through this region of
SU, including VRA (E80K), the N-terminus (N40H), PRR
(Q252R), and TM (L538N). Independent passage of AE6 in
D17 cells has also identified second-site mutations in the
C-terminal domain of SU, A419V, and a C-domain proxi-
mal PRR motif R302K/S/G (O’Reilly and Roth, 2000). The
ability of such diverse positions to restore AE6 indicates the
functional integrity of this region within the C-terminus of
SU is critical. The region spanning AE5 and AE6 encodes
the CWLC motif. In the native conformation, the C-domain
of SU associates with TM, mapped to a disulfide linkage by
a conserved motif CWLC (Pinter et al., 1997). The CWLC
motif may also be involved in preventing the TM from
forming the fusion active conformation. Synthetic D-pep-
tides that block the coiled-coil formation of HIV-1 TM also
contains a WLC motif (Eckert et al., 1999). These peptides
may be functioning similar to the SU C-terminus, maintain-
ing the TM in the pre-receptor-binding conformation. Mem-
brane fusion by TM requires the release of the SU C-
terminus, triggered by a close interaction between the
N-terminal region of RBD with the C-terminus of SU.
We have characterized Q252R and know that it contrib-
utes to up-regulation of Env fusion function. Replication of
IIA/Q252R in D17 cells resulted in massive cell–cell fusion
(C.-W. Lu and M.J. Roth, submitted for publication.) When
presented in AE6, Q252R/AE6 can support virus replication
without causing cell–cell fusion (Fig. 5C). These observed
differences might lie within the function of the SU C-
terminus. In AE6, the SU C-terminus is disrupted by the
chimera junction and may require Q252R to assist the fu-
sion function. Additional evidence that the C-terminal do-
main of SU regulates fusion is found with feline leukemia
viruses, where mutations and insertion in the C-domain of
SU were found to influence the cell tropism and cytopathic
effects (syncytia induction) (Gwynn et al., 2000).
Fig. 6A presents a model for fusion activation. This
model is discussed with respect to the second-site mutations
isolated in an IV4 and AE6 Env backbone. Receptor binding
(shown as arrow 1) by RBD can signal through the proline-
rich region (arrow 2) and present the histidine residue at the
very N-terminus of SU to the C-domain of SU. The close
interaction between the histidine and the C-domain (arrow
3) dissociates SU from TM, resulting in the removal of the
inhibitory C-domain and initiating the coiled-coil formation
within TM (arrow 4). These four major interactions within
the Env protein regulate fusion activation. During the Env
conformation transition (Fig. 6B), second-site mutations are
required to optimize the function of chimeric Env. In AE6,
in which the function of the C-domain is compromised (the
right half of the model), mutations involving each of the
major interactions may repair the Env protein to improve
the virus fitness. In IV4 (shown on the left half of 6B), the
Env defect is confined to a motif within N-terminus of
RBD; second-site mutations to improve virus replication
predominately reside within the C-terminus of SU.
Results shown in this study, together with our earlier
article (Lu and Roth, 2001), demonstrate that optimal inter-
action between the two domains of SU is a feature required
for Env fusion activation. In many C-type viruses, it has
Fig. 6. Model for fusion activation of the Env protein. (A) Arrows indicate four major steps in Env fusion activation on a model of Env protein complex in
its native conformation, diagrammed as in Fig. 2. The receptor binding on the RBD of SU (arrow 1) proceeds through the proline-rich region (arrow 2) to
result in a major conformational change. The N-terminus of SU can interact with the C-terminal domain of SU (arrow 3) to dissociate SU from TM (arrow
4). (B) Second-site mutations that revert the defective Env proteins. The Env protein complex is diagrammed to have a fusion active intermediate
conformation. Shown on the left half is IV4 and mutations found to revert its delay replication: G387, L435, and L442. The right half of the model represents
AE6 and the second-site mutations (N40H, E80K, Q252R and L538N) found within AE6.
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been reported that a soluble receptor-binding domain, when
supplied in trans, can complement the entry of viruses with
defective Env (Anderson et al., 2000; Lavillette et al.,
2000). In this system, the viral transduction efficiency
highly depends on the compatibility between the sRBD and
the viral Env (Barnett and Cunningham, 2001; Farrell et al.,
2002; Lauring et al., 2001). Lavillette et al. reported that
sequences in the cystine loop in the C-domain of SU
(C366–C420) determines the viral Env compatibility with
sRBD (Lavillette et al., 2001). Our chimera study identified
R44E on the N-terminal domain to be a major determinant
for N- and C-domain interaction. Whether R44E interacts
with C366–C420 or to another region of the C-domain
requires further analysis.
The mechanism of sRBD transcomplementation for
MuLV entry is not fully understood. To enter specific cell
types, the cognate receptor for the sRBD is required to be
present on the target cell surface. Only the ecotropic sRBD
supported the entry of virus bearing an Env with its RBD
deleted (RBD) or replaced with ligands (Epo-Env) (Bar-
nett et al., 2001). The application of this targeting strategy
is limited to cells expressing ecotropic MLV receptor. Our
results could be incorporated into amphotropic sRBD for
improved transcomplementation on human cells. Incorpo-
ration of R44E into an amphotropic sRBD may improve
interactions with an ecotropic SU C-terminal domain. In-
corporation of G100R (Lu et al., 2003) or N-termini encod-
ing IA and IIA (Lu and Roth, 2001) may improve binding
or a postbinding step of amphotropic sRBD, respectively.
This would broaden the application of sRBD on human
cells, expressing the amphotropic MuLV receptors.
Materials and methods
Cell lines
Canine D17 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Gibco-BRL) supplemented with
7.5% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone), 2 mM glutamine, and
50 U penicillin/50 g streptomicin per milliliter medium, in
a 37°C incubator supplied with 5% CO2. D17/gag-pol cells
(Lu and Roth, 2001) were maintained as D17 cells, with the
addition of 400 g/ml G418.
Plasmids
env genes EA IA–VA, EAI4–IV4 bearing chimeric N-
terminal junctions in the proviral backbone of pNCA-C
were generated as described (Lu and Roth, 2001). EAE
I5-V5, I6-V6 were generated by replacing the C-terminus of
EA chimeras with the EcoRI-ClaI 1.3-kb fragments from
constructs AE5 and AE6 (Peredo et al., 1996). R44E was
generated by overlapping PCR, using primers R/E5,
(5AGAGTAACCAATGGAGATCG) and R/E3, (5TCTC-
CAGGTGATATTATAGACCTG) and 3807 and 6320 (Lu
and Roth, 2001) as outside primers and pNCAC/AE5 as
template. The PCR products were subsequently moved into
pNCA-C by replacing the SfiI-EcoRI 1-kb fragment. All
constructs were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Applied
Biosystem).
Transfection and analysis of viral associated proteins
Proviral plasmid (pNCA-C; 0.5 g) containing chimeric
env genes was transiently introduced into cells by DEAE-
dextran as described (Peredo et al., 1996). Virus replication
was monitored by reverse transcriptase activity released into
tissue culture media (Goff et al., 1981). For analysis of
viral-associated SU proteins, 10 g of proviral DNA was
introduced into 2  105 D17/gag-pol cells, and virus was
isolated 48 h after transfection. Western blot analysis of
viral SU was performed as described (Lu and Roth, 2001).
Antibody 79S-842 (Microbiological Associates, Inc.) was
used, followed by HRP-anti-goat IgG and Supersignal sub-
strate, both from Pierce.
Virus cDNA extraction and amplification
After passage of the virus in D17 cells for 40 days, the
proviral DNA was collected using the HIRT method (Hirt,
1967). The env gene was amplified from unintegrated viral
DNA by Taq:Platinum Pfx 1:10 (both from Gibco-BRL)
mix using primers 3807 and 6320 (see Peredo et al., 1996).
The amplified 2.9-kb env fragment was gel isolated using
Qiaquick column (Qiagen) and sequenced using Perkin–
Elmer amplicycle kit (Applied Biosystem). Mutations iden-
tified within the proviral DNA populations were subcloned
into proviral vector pNCA-C by replacing the SfiI-ClaI
2.3-kb fragment with the PCR products. Plasmids were
confirmed by DNA sequencing.
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